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The travels of Wipaṛu the
Whip Snake
John C. McEntee

1. Introduction1
In this paper, ﬁve Whip Snake stories are described, based on the author’s long
term study of the language and culture of the Adnyamathanha people who lived
in the northern Flinders Ranges, South Australia. Analysis of their content
and linguistics enables a deeper understanding of the Aboriginal landscape of
the Flinders Ranges, and builds on the work by Mountford (1937-1942) and
Tunbridge (1988). These stories are presented in a generalised order from north
to south as they appear in the landscape (see map).
The ﬁrst story describes two mythical companion snakes (Whip Snake and
Common Brown Snake) traversing the landscape near Mount Serle in the northern
Flinders Ranges. This episode leads on to the naming of a water source, a range
of hills, and outcrops of rock on that range.
The second story depicts the same two companion snakes living at Mundy
Waters, having travelled westward from Mount Serle. At this stage, the two
snakes appear as males. They have an argument and depart from their earthly
existence, resulting in further place-naming.
Story three involves the travels of two companion snakes traversing the
eastern margins of the Flinders Ranges. However, on this occasion the two are
conceptualised as male and female, and the relevant place-names are created as
the couple settle down to their ﬁnal resting places.
The fourth story is remarkable because it contains stories within stories. It
shows how different stories can be used to describe a single travelling route as
viewed from opposite directions. In this sub-set of stories, the snake ancestor is
mostly travelling alone.
1 I wish to acknowledge the pioneering ethnographic work of Charles Pearcy Mountford

(1890-1976) who gained ﬁrst-hand information from Adnyamathanha Elders between 1937
and 1942 when much of the knowledge was becoming fragmented. Thanks go to Luise Hercus
for ongoing mentoring, encouragement and keeping me on track. Thanks to Jane Simpson
for helpful suggestions for this paper. Many thanks to my main teachers, the late May Wilton
and the late John and Pearl McKenzie and the late Gil Coulthard. Vera Austin has helped with
remembering the speech of earlier generations. For help with photos and map-making I thank
Mark Hutchinson (South Australian Museum). Thanks also to Doug Sprigg (Astronomy), Ivan
McKenzie, Darrel and Kathy Fargher, Skye Krichauff, Philip Wood and Benjamin Hall.
McEntee, John C. 2016. The travels of Wipaṛu the Whip Snake. In Peter K. Austin, Harold Koch and Jane
Simpson (eds.) Language, Land and Song, 358-376. London: EL Publishing.
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Legend
1. Mount Serle
2. Depot Springs
3. Mundy Waters and Beard Bend
4. Reaphook Hill
5. Wilpena Pound
6. Mount Mantle Range
7. Artipena
8. Olary
9. Windamerta Hill
10. Plumbago

11. Glenorchy
12. Spring Hill
13. Curnamona
14. Old Wirrealpa
15. Limestone Spring
16. Nob Gap
17. Erudina
18. Baratta Spring
19. Pepeguna Creek
20. Old Moolawatana

21. Mulligan Lake [Callabonna]
22. Wooltana
23. Weetowie/Arrowie
24. Moorowie
25. Willippa Range
26. Mount Victor and Glen Warwick
27. Cofﬁn Springs
28. Wertaloona
29. Cox Nob

Map of the Northern Flinders Ranges and Eastern Plains showing routes
described in these stories. Yellow: Story 1 and 2; Green: Story 4A;
Blue: Story 4B; and Pink: Story 5. Map: Mark Hutchinson and John McEntee.
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Story ﬁve tells of a single male Whip Snake who names places on the eastern
margins of the Flinders Ranges. Reference to this story has been made in the
published literature as early as 1864.2

2. Discussion
In Adnyamathanha the general word for snake is wabma.3 There are separate
names for certain genera and species. The main snake characters in the
following stories are:
‘Akurru, the mythical giant serpent
Wipaṛu, the whip snake (Demansia spp., Figure 1A and Figure 1B)
‘Urkaṛi, the common brown snake (Pseudonaja spp., Figure 1C and Figure 1D).

(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)
Figure 1: Snakes relevant to the stories: (A) Whip Snake - Demansia reticulata,
(B) Whip Snake - Demansia psammophis, (C) Brown Snake - Pseudonaja
aspidorhyncha, (D) Brown Snake - Pseudonaja textilis. Photographs courtesy of
Mark Hutchinson, South Australian Museum.
2 South Australian Register, 29 December 1864, page 2.
3 The Aboriginal language words in this paper are italicized where the pronunciation is certain

and written in a practical orthography as follows: an apostrophe [‘] before Adnyamathanha
words beginning with a vowel marks the absence of a consonant usually present in neighboring
languages, e.g., ‘Urkaṛi for Kurkaṛi. However, the spelling of the name Adnyamathanha is so
well established that the apostrophe is not used there. Vowels a, i, and u are pronounced as
in Italian; rd, rl, rn, rt, are retroﬂex consonants; j (as in ‘jug’), ly, ny, y are palatals; th, lh, nh
are interdentals; r is the alveolar ﬂap, rr is the alveolar trill, ṛ is the retroﬂex glide, rd is the
retroﬂex ﬂap intervocalically; ng is the velar nasal.
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‘Akurru is a snake-like serpent responsible for the creation of several permanent
waterholes scattered throughout the Flinders Ranges. Snakes and snake-like
shapes feature in the landscape in the form of creeks, certain elongated sand dunes,
and ranges of hills. It would appear that Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi are the characters
who helped create some of these landforms.
Some linguistic connections may be inferred in relation to landforms. For
example, the Adnyamathanha word yurru meaning ‘range of hills’ appears in
Story One in the place-name Wilpa-yurru (lit.’Whip Snake range’). The term
wilpa, according to the late Pearl McKenzie,4 was a ‘short’ form of the word
Wipaṛu ‘Whip Snake’. The alteration of this name to wilpa may have arisen
due to the awkwardness of saying Wipaṛu-yurru.
Additionally, the word yurru may possibly be cognate with the neighbouring
Yardliyawarra language term thurru meaning ‘snake’. It is tempting to draw
a kind of parallel with the Sanskrit term naga meaning ‘mountain’ and also
‘serpent’ (Apte 1965: 533).
Mountford (1937-1942) recorded that ‘the Coalsack in the Milky Way or Warlivaṛi5 (lit. ‘wurley-creek’) was the waterhole of ‘Akurru, and that the pointer stars
(Alpha Centauri and Beta Centauri) represented the eyes of the giant serpent.
Enquiries I have made over many years reveal that to the Adnyamathanha people,
the Coalsack was called Wabma-vapardla (lit. ‘snake-head’). This refers to the
head of one of the two snakes, i.e. Wipaṛu or ‘Urkaṛi, as seen in the dark areas
of the Milky Way. The two stars (Alpha Crucis and Beta Crucis) of the Southern
Cross adjacent to the Coalsack represent its eyes. The pointer stars are the eyes
of the second snake. The entwined bodies of the two snakes ﬁghting are to be
seen as the elongated dark areas arranged in a kind of double helix stretching
toward the eastern horizon, best seen during autumn (Figure 2). The sight is also
reminiscent of the representation of a DNA molecule as viewed with the aid of an
electron microscope. The dark areas of the Milky Way are not a void but are areas
of hydrogen and cosmic dust. In certain areas of the galaxy the hydrogen may
gravitate together to form new stars. While most groups of people focus on shapes
derived by looking at the stars and milky patches, the dark areas in the Milky Way
are perceived by Aboriginal people as representations of various objects.
To the Aboriginal people of the Adelaide region, the mythical giant snake Yura
dwelt in the Milky Way or Wodlipari [lit. ‘wurley-creek’ (Adelaide language)].
Teichelmann & Schürmann (1840: 62) recorded a term, Yurakauwe, which refers
to the dark areas of the Milky Way, noting:
the dark spots in the Milky Way [are] thought to be large ponds in the
Wodlipari, and the residence of the aquatic monster Yura.

4 Pearl McKenzie was the author’s main teacher from 1972 to 1996.
5 The name Warli-vaṛi stems from the belief that the dark areas of the Milky Way represent

a river and the stars are the campﬁres of the deceased. This is comparable to the view an
astronaut circling the Earth might see with all the city lights shining; something like a mirror
view. The Adelaide language term for the Milky Way retains the pre-stopping in the word
Wordli, and it is very likely that the reconstructed pronunciation is *Wardli-paṛi. Wurley is the
borrowed word in English for an Aboriginal dwelling in South Australia.
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Figure 2: Two snakes in the Milky Way (Photo: Serge Brunier).
The aquatic monster Yura appears to be the Adelaide Plains language equivalent
of the Flinders Ranges mythical serpent ‘Akurru/Kakurru.
The variation in these accounts may be due to the fact that one line of enquiry concerns
‘Akurru or Yura while the other line of enquiry talks about Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi. See
Story Two for the explanation of Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi residing in the Milky Way.
Wipaṛu the Whip Snake travelled much of the area of the northern Flinders
Ranges, appearing in human form before transforming into the present-day
form of a snake. Wipaṛu often travelled alone, but occasionally appears to be
accompanied by another snake named ‘Urkaṛi.
Throughout Aboriginal Australia, some stories and themes are known at times
to cover vast distances. In a possibly related story from further north in the
Wangkangurru language (Hercus & Potezny 1991: 144-145) a snake character
named Kurkaṛi travels from the Toko Range (north-eastern margin of the
Simpson Desert) to the area near Mount Gason, South Australia. This journey
covers approximately 320 miles. He has a travelling companion for a time early
on in the story, but the name has been forgotten.
Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi are each depicted traditionally as belonging to one of the
two moieties within the Adnyamathanha social system. Mountford (1937-1942)
records that Wipaṛu is ‘Aṛarru moiety, while ‘Urkaṛi is Mathaṛi moiety. This
means that as a couple, along with other criteria, they could marry. Storylines
sometimes become confused when the characters are at one instance depicted as
a male and female couple, while at other times they can be two male companions
each going separate ways to hunt for meat.
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Schebeck, Hercus & White (1973: 25) recorded a sufﬁx -mukunha with a
meaning much like ‘clan’, but also with some connotation of ‘totem ﬂora or
fauna’. They noted the following:
Wabma-mukunha, snake-clan, ‘Aṛarru and Mathaṛi moieties
Wipaṛu-mukunha, whip snake-clan, ‘Aṛarru moiety
‘Urkaṛi-mukunha, common brown snake-clan, Mathaṛi moiety.
The fact that Wipaṛu does not come home with any food in Story Two may be
a reference to its venom not being as toxic as that of ‘Urkaṛi. This could also
explain why Wipaṛu eats its prey straight away, while ‘Urkaṛi waits for its prey
to die before eating it. This story also tells of the importance of cooking meat in
that cooked meat is more easily digested.
Because of the widespread fear of snakes, it is quite difﬁcult for anyone,
Aboriginal or otherwise, to identify many species. The descriptions of size and
colour become exaggerated and vary greatly. The greatest confusion is found
in the English terminology Common Brown Snake (Pseudonaja spp.) and
King Brown Snake (Pseudechis australis). Common Brown Snakes are often
described as greenish, so one has to enquire if there are any other distinguishing
features. ‘Urkaṛi appears after much enquiry to be at least a couple of species of
Common Brown Snake. The character Kurkaṛi in the story of the erotic green
snake (Hercus & Potezny 1991: 144) has a snub nose which also helps to identify
him as a species of Common Brown Snake.
For the above reasons, just the Adnyamathanha and the common names6 of these
snakes will be used in the story texts, except where Mountford is quoted in full.
String ﬁgures or murri-’ita (lit. ‘spirit children-string’) were used by storytellers
to illustrate the proceedings of events, and sometimes just for amusement. It is
possible that wilyaṛu (fully initiated) men would use string ﬁgures to describe
some knowledge, but this aspect has been lost with the passing of the old men.
Mountford (1950:183) states that during the years 1937 and 1938 he was able
to photograph 45 string ﬁgures and record the meanings of 37 of them, but
unfortunately the methods of construction were not recorded due to shortage of
time. One series of three ﬁgures depicted on page 187, i.e. (a), (b), and (c):
refer to the travels of two mythical snakes, Wiperu and Wulkeri, who
created many natural features in the Flinders Ranges
a) The two snakes, Wiperu and Wulkeri.
b) The two snakes travelling east.
c) The two snakes parting company.
The loops pull back towards the ﬁngers.

6 This is due to the general confusion about the exact species of snake involved, added to the

fact that in the area covered by the stories there occur at least two species of Whip Snake and
at least two species of Brown Snake. Note also that both the Whip Snake and the Brown Snake
were described as species of Demansia at the time of Mountford’s recording.
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The string ﬁgures mentioned here probably refer to Story Two. The Mountford
collection (in the State Library of South Australia), contains a photograph of the
completed string ﬁgure (a).

Figure 3: Photograph of Alice Coulthard ‘Wiparu and Wulkeri string games,
Nepa-bunna’ c1937 (Photo courtesy State Library of South Australia, PRG
1218/34/993D, photographer Mountford).

3. The Stories
3.1 Story One: Wipaṛu and ‘Ulkaṛi (‘Urkaṛi) at Mount Serle
This story was initially recorded by Mountford (1937-1942) and later adapted
by Tunbridge (1988). Some additional information has been added in square
brackets by the author. The spelling of the names of the snakes is close to that of
Mountford. It is worth pointing out here that the spelling and pronunciation of
the Brown Snake’s name as ‘Ulkaṛi, where ‘rk’ becomes ‘lk’, is quite acceptable
in Adnyamathanha.7
The story begins with Wipaṛu travelling along Station Creek with a companion
snake named ‘Urkaṛi. Together they came to the vicinity of Mount Serle or

7 This altered pronunciation occurs even though the speaker would know that the precise

form of the word would be pronounced with rk, where r is realised as either an alveolar ﬂap or
an alveolar trill before the consonants k, g, p and v.
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‘Atu-waṛapanha (uncertain meaning).8 Near the junction of Station Creek and
the Frome River, one of the snakes formed a rockhole by boring into the rock
by rotating its tail. This place became known as Wabm-’adlha (lit. ‘snake-tail’).
Mountford (1937-1942) records:
The serpents travelled along a hill [known as Wilpa-yurru] on the
same side of Station Creek as Noah’s Ark or Ngurru-widlya [lit.
‘grass-dwelling’]. This name is derived from the physical shape of
the hill]. There are two outcrops of rocks on the crest of [Wilpa-yurru]
which represent the heads of the snakes looking over the hill, to see
which way to go. They travelled from this range to Depot Springs.

3.2 Story Two
This story was recorded by Mountford (1937-1942) and is quoted here in full,
with the only alteration being the snakes’ names spelt in a practical orthography.
Additional information by the author is included in square brackets.
“WIPARU AND WULKARI” [Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi / ‘Ulkaṛi]
There were two of the Aborigines’ ancestors who used to camp at
Depot Springs about 20 miles north[-east] from Copley. Their names
were Wipaṛu the Whip Snake (Demansia psammophis) and ‘Ulkaṛi
the Brown Snake (Demansia textilis). Leaving Depot Springs, and
travelling toward the Leigh’s Creek Coal Mine, the two snakes made
their camp at Mundy Waters or ‘Adlyu-warranha [lit.’Myoporum
montanum-?’, from the fact that a hero ancestor’s spear manufactured
from M. montanum landed at that place].
Every morning, each would go out hunting the kangaroos, wallabies
and euros that lived in the surrounding country. The Whip Snake,
Wipaṛu, was a greedy fellow and used to eat his food raw just where he
caught it, while ‘Ulkaṛi, the Brown Snake, used to bring it to his camp
and cook it properly in the ﬁre. Wipaṛu often asked his companion
for a share of his food, and although sometimes ‘Ulkaṛi did so he
could not understand what his companion did with his meat. One day
‘Ulkaṛi said to Wipaṛu ‘Why don’t you bring your meat home and
cook it like I do?’
‘I didn’t catch any’, said Wipaṛu, ‘all the wallabies jumped my nets.’
‘Ulkaṛi, now knowing this to be untrue, refused to give his companion
any meat, with the result that the friends had a violent quarrel.

8 It is possible that the word ‘atu in the ﬁrst part of the place-name may be cognate with katu

or kartu, meaning ‘shelter’ in neighbouring languages.
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What had really happened was that through the greed of Wipaṛu in
swallowing his food raw, it made him ill, and after he had cooled down
after his quarrel he complained about the pains he had in his stomach.
The pains became so bad, that ‘Ulkaṛi made a large ﬁre and heating
some stones in it, picked out a hot one and said to Wipaṛu ‘Come here
and try one of these warm stones, it will make you better’.
‘No thanks’, said Wipaṛu ‘it might be too hot for me to swallow’.
‘No, they are not too hot’, said the Brown Snake ‘I’ll swallow one
and show you’.
So choosing a cold stone, he swallowed it, and as Wipaṛu did not
think his companion would play a trick on him, he was persuaded into
trying a stone to ease his pains.
So he opened his mouth and ‘Ulkaṛi dropped in a red hot stone. This
burnt the Whip Snake badly and he thrashed and struggled all over the
countryside,9 at the same time evacuating the bodies of the wallabies
that he had previously swallowed. The black stones in Mundy Gorge
are the bodies of those wallabies (Figure 4).
This cured Wipaṛu of his pains, but he was very cross with his
companion, the Brown Snake, and would not speak to him at all for
what he considered was a dastardly trick.

Figure 4: Black stones at Mundy Gorge. Photo: John McEntee.
9 Whip snakes characteristically thrash around a lot.
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So he obtained a long pole and standing it up on end, climbed into the sky
and became a portion of the Milky Way.10 ‘Ulkaṛi, seeing his companion,
stood the same pole on end and ascended and took his place alongside his old
companion.
Both men [also] left their beards at Mundy Waters or Nganka-wami (lit.
‘beard-bend’) and can be seen there at the present day (Figure 5) and in the line
drawing described by Mountford (Figure 6) (Mountford Notebook 1937, PRG
1218/8/7).

(A)

(B)
Figure 5: (A) Nganka-wami (Beard-bend) overview, (B) photograph of Beardbend as depicted by Rufus Wilton. Photo: John McEntee.

10 Actually, a portion of the dark areas of the Milky Way.
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Figure 6: Drawing by Rufus Wilton, ‘Mundi Gorge and Beards of Wilparu and
Wulkeri’ c1937 (Photocopy courtesy of State Library of South Australia, PRG
1218/8/3, p.118a).
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3.3 Story Three: The Snakes at Reaphook Hill
In this fragmentary story, recorded by the author as told by John McKenzie,
the two snakes responsible for the appearance of the landscape at Reaphook
Hill were once the male and female ‘Akurru or giant Serpents which formed
the walls of Wilpena Pound. These two snakes, still male and female, but
now in the form of ancestral snakes with Wipaṛu being the male snake,
travelled east from Wilpena to their final resting place at Reaphook Hill
or Vili-waṛunha (lit. ‘ventral scales of a snake-facing’). Mountford (19391942:43) recorded that:
[Adnyamathanha] name of the hill known as Old Tooth’s Nob11 [i.e.
Reaphook Hill] is Vili-waṛunha, [which is] supposed to mean the
head of the snake just peeping over the hill.
The peak of Reaphook Hill represents the head of Wipaṛu peeping over his
coiled-up body which is seen in the bulk of the hill, as viewed from a westward
position. ‘Urkaṛi is to be seen to the north from this position as the elongated
Mount Mantle Range.
The name Vili-waṛunha is sure to have a deeper meaning, but on one level the
meaning becomes clearer when the observer realizes that the snake-like peak of
the hill is actually facing towards Wilpena Pound. Also of interest is the fact that
Wilpena Pound and Reaphook Hill (and for that matter, Mount Mantle range,
Wilpa-yurru and Patsy Hill at Depot Springs) are composed geologically of the
same Wilpena Group quartzite. As the two snakes settled into their ﬁnal form,
they began to talk to each other. As told by John McKenzie, Wipaṛu the male
snake said to the female snake:
Wabma-li nhaka-ri-nd-ayi? Do I look like a snake?
and the female snake answered:
Wantha-ka! Vani wabma-li waja mala-na-ta-nd-utu!12 Oh, leave it
alone! You surely do look like the dead spitting image of a snake
looking over!
While the ancestral snakes Wipaṛu and ‘Urkaṛi help with forming this
landscape, the ongoing connection with the ‘Akurru exists in the presence of a
permanent waterhole or ‘Akurr’awi in the Wilpena Creek as its winding course
passes near Reaphook Hill. This waterhole is shown on the map as Artipena
or Ngartumi-nha (lit. ‘snake coiled up’). The place-name is derived from the
verb ngartumi- ‘to coil up’ (as a snake). There were songs to accompany the
story-telling, and some of these have been recorded by the author from Ken
McKenzie in 2015.

11 This hill was ﬁrst named by E. C. Frome in 1843 as Reaping hook Hill. It later became

known as Tooth’s Nob after someone named Tom Tooth made a settlement there, today known
as Tooth’s Nob ruins. On present maps the hill is known as Reaphook Hill.
12 The na in bold indicates secondary stress in the pronunciation of mala-na-ta-nd-utu.
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Figure 7: Wipaṛu peeping over the hill, Reaphook hill (Photo: Peter Breaker).

3.4 Story Four: Wipaṛu’s journey towards Olary and back
To my knowledge this fragmentary story recalled by the late Gil Coulthard
is previously unrecorded. Information was gathered over several telephone
conversations.
Wipaṛu travelled southeast from the area of Reaphook Hill towards Olary
and somehow found out he was on the wrong track. He turned back from that
country and came by way of Windamerta Hill or Wintha-mata (lit. ‘barn owlthick or stout’) on Plumbago Station to a spring shown on the map as Towero
or Thawaṛu (meaning unknown) at Spring Hill on Glenorchy Station. Wipaṛu
then travelled from Thawaṛu to Curnamona, which is situated on a Gum Tree
(Eucalyptus camaldulensis) storyline (McEntee 1991: 202). Finally, he travelled
to Vili-waṛunha, where Wipaṛu lives on as the landform of Reaphook Hill. Viliwaṛunha is known to the Ngadjuri people as Wipaṛu. In this story Wipaṛu is
following in reverse the Gum Tree story which is included here.

3.4.1 Story Four A: Gum tree story
The Gum Tree story follows with portions recorded by Mountford in 1937-1942,
and the author from the late Pearl McKenzie in the 1990s. Mountford (Mountford
notebook, State Library of South Australia, PRG 1218/8/6) begins:
In the place west of the Flinders Range there lived a man ‘Uthunha13
and his wife and ﬁve children.

13 This spelling of the character’s name is derived from the pronunciation given by the late

Gil Coulthard.
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The author records that the family in human form departed from Old Wirrealpa
or Wirawalpa (lit. ‘Eucalyptus camaldulensis-dried vegetable matter’). This
place was so called because a large limb had fallen from a gum tree by the
spring (J. McKenzie pers. com.) They travelled towards Reaphook Hill (Tooth’s
Nob) and reached Limestone Spring or Varndata-nha (lit. ‘hard precipitated
limestone’) then through Nob Gap or Vili-malka (lit. ‘ventral scales of a snakemarks’). From there they headed to the gum tree thicket of Erudina or Wiravudnu (lit. ‘Eucalyptus camaldulensis-thicket’). From Erudina the trail led to
Curnamona or Wira-marlda (lit. ‘Eucalyptus camaldulensis-clump’).
Mountford continues:
They had been out hunting for food for some time and when they reached
Curnamona Swamp they found to their great disappointment the spring
was dry. The man, knowing that his wife and children were not strong
enough to follow him in his search for water told his family to stop where
they were, not to move from the place and he would go to Baratta Spring
or Vaṛari-nha [lit. ‘playing a joke’] and bring water to them.
The gum trees growing at Curnamona Swamp represent the people waiting for
the return of the father with a waterbag (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Gum trees at Curnamona. Photo: John McEntee.
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Mountford continues:
Not having any means of carrying water he knew that he would have
to catch a kangaroo and from the skin make a waterbag in which he
could carry water for his starving family. Reaching Baratta Spring he
set up his net and waited for any kangaroo that might be about. After
some little while he heard the thump of a kangaroo’s tail [actually
feet], for the kangaroo when alarmed always uses this method of
warning his companions. The kangaroos of these days of long ago
were much larger than any that live today. The noise of the thump that
the kangaroo made was so loud it was heard from Pepeguna Creek
[spring] or Vipakanya [meaning unknown] which is on Moolawatana
or Mudlu-wartanha [lit. ‘hip-big’] property, a distance of three
hundred miles away.14
Story Four has not been previously recorded and provides a link to stories
Four A and B. The people transformed into gum trees which can still be seen
at Curnamona to this day (Figure 8), despite suffering die-back from recent
drought, and appear almost human-like in shape.
From discussion with the late Gil Coulthard it appears that the track taken by
Wipaṛu and the Gum Tree people was actually a well-deﬁned walking trail before
European settlement.

3.4.2 Story Four B: Kangaroo story
Mountford (1937-1942) notes:15
The kangaroo which the fellow needed to catch had to travel a long
way from the north. [He] actually made his camp at Mulligan Lake or
Malaka-nha before he started on this long journey to Baratta Springs.
‘Uthunha said to himself ‘there’s a kangaroo coming’. The kangaroo
travelled toward Wooltana or’Uldanha, [lit. ‘gum-leaves’] and when just
outside the station struck the ground with his [feet] again, so hard indeed
that a spring exists on that place to the present day as indeed it did at
Pepeguna Creek. The man said ‘Well he is coming closer, it won’t be
long before I will be able to capture him and make a [water-]bag’.
The kangaroo kept on travelling southwards stopping at places such as ‘Urdlu’udna-nha, (lit. ‘kangaroo-droppings’) in Wooltana country. He then moved on to
Weetowie or ‘Urt-’awi, (lit. ‘Black Tea Tree-water’), and then to Arrowie or ‘Arr’awi (lit. ‘high-water’, because the water issues from the top of a rise rather than
at the base. The white saltish ground at Arrowie is formed from the precipitate
from the water which issued when the kangaroo thumped the ground). Mountford
continues:
14 In actual fact, the distance from Baratta Springs to Pepeguna is more like 130 miles.
15 malaka is a woven string bag (McEntee 2009: 253).
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Pushing himself along with his tail for a while and then springing
along in great strides, the kangaroo reached the mouth of the steepsided Mount Chambers Gorge. Here again the kangaroo thumped the
ground with his [feet], making the water come out of the edge of
the rock at the present Moorowie or Muṛu-’awi [lit. ‘whitish rockwater’].
Pushing himself across the creek again with his tail the kangaroo
travelled south again striking the ground with his feet at Limestone
Springs or Varndata-nha [lit. ‘hard precipitated limestone’] because
he saw the two snakes at Old Tooth’s Nob and they gave him a fright.
The water still bubbles out of Limestone Springs and ﬂows over the
plain. The kangaroo then turned in the direction of the Flinders Range
again and had almost reached Glen Warwick when he saw the two
snakes that ate up the people at Wilpena Pound looking over the hill.
Glen Warwick is just outside Willippa Range and it was at this place
that the kangaroo struck the ground so hard that the springs at Glen
Warwick came into being.
‘Uthunha by now was becoming vigilant for he knew that this creature
was not far away. The kangaroo had come to the spring at Baratta.
He approached this place very cautiously and just when passing over
the saddle of the hill he thought he saw the man. He again struck
the ground with his feet but not so hard to fracture the ground, so
that no water appeared. The kangaroo pushed himself along with his
tail for some distance and ﬁnally reached Baratta Springs and had a
drink. The man waiting behind a bush hunted the kangaroo into his
net which was already set up and was able to kill the beast with his
throwing stick or wirri. When it was dead he skinned the beast, sewed
up the skin so that it would hold water and ﬁlling it to the top returned
heavily laden to the camp for his family.
End Story Four B
For all his troubles, when he arrived back to his family waiting at
Curnamona, he discovered to his horror that the place he had left
them was deserted. The tracks led away toward Mount Victor or
Marldaku-nha. [lit. ‘thunder cloud’].16 He was very displeased both
on account of the disappearance of his family and the fact that he
knew what a long journey it was and he feared their death. However
he tracked them up and still heavily laden he found them at Thawaṛu
[unknown meaning] or Spring Hill near Mount Victor so exhausted
that they were unable to even drink the water he had brought. Opening
the neck of his kangaroo skin bag he squirted the water over his
famished family hoping thereby to bring them to life. They slowly
16 Mount Victor is known in the Ngadjuri language [to the south of the Adnyamathanha] as
Yardna-walpu [lit. ‘backbone’ (of a snake)].
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recovered consciousness but instead of being human beings they
were transformed into ducks. The man himself was so astonished and
discomforted he turned himself into a water-snake.
Where he threw the water from his bag is now a waterhole which the
natives say never goes dry. The man lives there forever as a snake,
while his family are the ducks that ﬂoat on the surface.’
End Story Four A

3.5 Story Five: Wipaṛu travels from Teatree
to Coﬃn Springs
This story was ﬁrst recorded in the literature by Berndt (1987: 19). Further
information was detailed in personal correspondence between Berndt and
Margaret Nobbs in the 1970s.17 Berndt’s Ngadjuri informant was Barney Warria
from 1939 to 1944. Recent investigation by the author, including discussion with
the late Gil Coulthard, shows this story is still retained by some Adnyamathanha
people. The general outline of the story follows.
Wipaṛu in human form left Weetowie or ‘Urt-’awi (lit. ‘teatree-water’) near
Teatree Outstation on Wertaloona Station and travelled somewhere near Black
Oak Soak on Wirrealpa Station and had a drink at Emu Springs and continued
on towards Vili-waṛunha or Reaphook Hill. He went southward from there past a
waterhole and a plain to a rainbow-coloured hill.

Figure 9: Photo of Cox Nob or ‘Unda malka where Wipaṛu transformed from a
human to a giant serpent. Photo: John McEntee.
17 Margaret Nobbs provided the author with a copy of letter from Berndt to Nobbs, dated 4
May 1977.
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The only waterhole which comes to mind in the area is situated at Nob Gap or
Vili-malka. Travelling on southwards there is some open country before arriving
at a rainbow-coloured hill. This little hill is quite remarkable in shape because
when looking from above, it appears curved like a snake’s body and in colours
of stained limestone (Figure 9). This hill is known as Cox Nob or ‘Unda malka
(lit. ‘ﬂood marks’). Here Wipaṛu transformed into a snake, or more likely a
giant serpent and called himself ‘Uṛanyi (lit. ‘rainbow’). Older speakers used to
say that Wipaṛu was connected with the rainbow (Gil Coulthard pers. comm.).
After leaving the rainbow hill, Wipaṛu went further south to Cofﬁn Spring or
Vinatu-nha (meaning unknown). This is a kind of mound spring with a waterhole
embedded near the southern part of the rim. Wipaṛu lived on in that waterhole and
ate anything that came there to drink.
Berndt (1987:19) recorded that:
Wipaṛu was a monstrous snake, and that he lived there [at Cofﬁn
Spring] peacefully until a bullock came up the mound to drink. Wipaṛu,
disturbed, emerged and attempted to swallow the animal. However,
the bullock’s horns stuck in his throat and he choked to death.
There are animal bones deposited in the limestone precipitated from the water.
These bones are believed to be those of Wipaṛu and some of his victims. Two
articles written in the South Australian Register newspaper relate to Story ﬁve.
The ﬁrst is dated 29 December 1864 (p 2e):
A most interesting discovery has just been made in this colony [South
Australia] of some bones, principally the teeth, of what, on inspection
had evidently been a large quadruped. This was at Wilpena, on the
station of Price, esq., while sinking a well, and at about ten feet below
the surface in the limestone rock.
The second article (South Australian Register 14 January 1865, 2g) relates to
Story Five:
Teeth and tusks found in sinking a well near Wilpena, on the station
of Mr. H. S. Price... from Cofﬁn Springs, so called after the ﬁnders
name, Tom Cofﬁn, are about forty miles east of Wilpena Station and
Pound. The spring consists of a hole in a limestone crust, now about
twelve feet in circumference. About eight years back [1857] the holes
in the limestone were only two or three feet over, but the cattle, etc.
have broken it in. ...Is it not a little strange that the natives of this part
have a tradition that a long time ago some great animals were seen to
leave the Wilpena Pound and go away eastward.
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4. Conclusion
These ﬁve stories give an appreciation of the Aboriginal concept of landscape and
navigation, allowing for safe travel across an almost featureless plain following
natural water-points in a remarkably straight line (McEntee 1991: 199). The Gum
Tree story (Story 4 A) takes one from north-west to south-east along the trail,
whereas the Wipaṛu story (Story 4) describes the reverse journey from south-east
to north-west and into the Flinders Ranges.
This paper has demonstrated the value and importance of continuing enquiry
and linguistic analysis which is crucial for any attempts to reconstruct limited
information. When interpreted through a deep knowledge of Adnyamathanha
culture and beliefs, the fragmented stories and words that survive can provide
invaluable insights to the rich and complex culture that has thrived in the Flinders
Ranges for generations.
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